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Abstract
For biomedical applications, emerging nanostructures requires stringent evaluations for their
biocompatibility. Core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles (Fe@CNPs) are nanomaterials that have
potential applications in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic hyperthermia and drug
delivery. However, their interactions with biological systems are totally unknown. To evaluate their
potential cellular perturbations and explore the relationships between their biocompatibility and
surface chemistry, we synthesized polymer grafted Fe@CNPs with diverse chemistry modifications
on surface and investigated their dynamic cellular responses, cell uptake, oxidative stress and their
effects on cell apoptosis and cell cycle. The results show that biocompatibility of Fe@CNPs is both
surface chemistry dependent and cell type specific. Except for the carboxyl modified Fe@CNPs, all
other Fe@CNPs present low toxicity and can be used for further functionalization and in a wide
range of biomedical applications.
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1. Introduction
Investigation of interactions between emerging nanoconstructs and biological systems is of
utmost importance in order to develop safe nanotechnology for biomedical applications [1].
Core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles (Fe@CNPs) are functional nanomaterials with promising
applications in biomedical sciences [2,3]. They consist of metal iron as core and graphene
coating layers with reactive linkers for chemistry modifications. Besides the magnetic
properties and near-IR adsorption and emission properties of graphene coating on Fe@CNPs,
the graphene layers also protect iron core from air oxidation, water hydration and acid
corrosion. Furthermore, the graphene can also be functionalized with small molecules [4] or
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biomacromolecules [5] for cell targeting and other functions. Therefore, they can be used as
promising biomedical nanodevices, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast
agents, tumor targeting hyperthermia agents and drug delivery carriers. Fe@CNPs can now be
produced in high purity and large quantity [2,3]. However, the interactions of Fe@CNPs with
biological systems are totally unknown. As a functional nanomaterial for biomedical
applications, its biological impacts need to be addressed.
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Although cellular effects of Fe@CNPs are unknown, biological perturbations of other carbonbased nanomaterials have been reported [6–14]. Based on previous reports and our own
observations, these materials may have toxicity. For instance, pristine carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) can induce cell apoptosis by activating MAPK and NF-κB signaling pathways [9]. We
discovered that water soluble carboxylated single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT-COOH)
inhibited cell proliferation by suppressing BMP signaling [10]. Fullerenes may cause lipid
peroxidation under normal cell culture condition with room light [13]. The biological activities
of nanomaterials are mostly dictated by their surface properties [15–17]. Therefore, the toxicity
can possibly be remedied through surface chemistry modifications. Using a nanocombinatorial chemistry approach, we proved this hypothesis by reducing CNTs' protein
binding, cytotoxicity and immune perturbations [18]. To identify the suitability of Fe@CNPs
carrying different surface chemistry in various biomedical applications, we studied their
interactions with mammalian cells by monitoring their cell uptake, effects on cellular oxidative
stress, cell proliferation, apoptosis and cell cycle.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cell cultures, materials and reagents
HEK293 (human embryonic kidney epithelial) and C33A (human cervical carcinoma
epithelial) cells (from ATCC) were grown in Dulbecco's Minimum Essential Medium (DMEM,
Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 μg/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL
streptomycin. The cells were grown in a humidified incubator at 37 °C (95% humidity, 5%
CO2). Guava Nexin-V apoptosis and Guava cell cycle reagents were purchased from Millipore
Corp. (Billerica, MA, USA). Other chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA).
2.2. Synthesis of polymer coated Fe@CNPs
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2.2.1. CNPA—In a typical experiment, Fe@CNPs (50 mg) was suspended in an aqueous
solution (8 ml) containing acrylic acid (AA, 1 mL) monomer. The solution was then
ultrasonicated in a bath-type ultrasonicator for 2 min to help disperse the core/shell iron/carbon
nanoparticles. A tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.25 mL) containing benzoyl peroxide (22.5
mg) was added to the solution, followed by ultrasonication for an additional 10 min. This
process was repeated 4 or 5 times with a total amount of 90–120 mg benzoyl peroxide added.
The final solution was then diluted with deionized water, filtered through a Nylon 66 (0.45
μm) membrane, and washed with deionized water several times to thoroughly remove free,
unbound PAA polymers from CNPAs.
2.2.2. CNPB—In a typical experiment, Fe@CNPs (50 mg) was suspended in toluene (10 ml)
containing N-vinyl pyrrolidone (2 mL) monomer. The solution was then ultrasonicated in a
bath-type ultrasonicator for 2 min to help disperse the core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles. A
tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.25 mL) containing benzoyl peroxide (22.5 mg) was added
to the solution, followed by ultrasonication for an additional 10 min. This process was repeated
8 or 9 times with a total amount of 150–180 mg benzoyl peroxide added. The final solution
was then diluted with ethanol, filtered through Nylon 66 (0.45 μm) membrane, and washed
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with deionized water several times to thoroughly remove free, unbound PVP polymers from
CNPBs.
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2.2.3. CNPC—In a typical experiment, Fe@CNPs (50mg) was suspended in ethanol 20 ml)
containing 0.1 M 2-aminoethyl methacrylate monomer. The solution was then ultrasonicated
in a bath-type ultrasonicator for 2 min to help disperse the core/shell iron/carbon nanoparticles.
A tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.25 mL) containing benzoyl peroxide (22.5 mg) was added
to the solution, followed by ultrasonication for an additional 10 min. This process was repeated
4 or 5 times with a total amount of 90–120 mg benzoyl peroxide added. The final solution was
then diluted with ethanol, filtered through Nylon 66 (0.45 μm) membrane, and washed with
deionized water several times to thoroughly remove free, unbound PAEMA polymers from
CNPCs.
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2.2.4. CNPD—In a typical experiment, Fe@CNPs (50 mg) was suspended in an aqueous
solution (8 ml) containing 2-hydroxethyl methacrylate (2 mL) monomer. The solution was then
ultrasonicated in a bath-type ultrasonicator for 2 min to help disperse the core/shell iron/carbon
nanoparticles. A tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (0.25 mL) containing benzoyl peroxide (22.5
mg) was added to the solution, followed by ultrasonication for an additional 10 min. This
process was repeated 4 or 5 times with a total amount of 90–120 mg benzoyl peroxide added.
The final solution was then diluted with deionized water, filtered through a Nylon 66 (0.45
μm) membrane, and washed with deionized water several times to thoroughly remove free,
unbound PHEA polymers from CNPDs.
2.3. Characterizations of Fe@CNPs
The structures of Fe@CNPs were characterized using a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) (Jeol JEM-2100F, 200 kV) operated at 200 kV voltage. The crystalline structure of the
Fe nanoparticles core in the Fe@CNPs were determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements in the range of 20° and 80° using Cu Kα (λ= 0.15406 nm) radiation as the light
source and data processed using a M18XCE program from MAC Science Co., Ltd. Fourier
transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectra of surface-functionalized Fe@CNPs were measured
using a FT-IR spectrometer (Bomem, model DA8.3) in the range of 500–4000 cm−1. The zeta
potential of nanoparticles was determined using Zetasizer Nano-Z (Malvern Instruments,
Worcestershire, UK). The analysis was performed at 25.0 ± 0.2°C using sample solutions in
de-ionized distilled water. The zeta potential was an average of three independent
measurements.
2.4. Real-time cell-based electronic sensing (RT-CES) assay
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Multi E-Plate (MP) System (ACEA Biosciences, San Diego, CA) was used for the assay. The
Cell Index (CI) is derived from the cell status-based cell-electrode impedance. The CI is
calculated by equation (1):

(1)

Where Rb(f) and Rcell(f) are the frequency-dependent electrode resistances of background and
cells, N is the number of the frequency points at which the impedance is measured. The CI
reflects a gross condition of cell growth, such as cell number, cell adhesion, cell spreading,
and cell morphological changes. The assay was performed as previously described [10, 19].
Briefly, volumes of 50 μL of media was added to wells in 96-well E-plates to obtain background
readings followed by the addition of 100 μL of cell suspension (HEK293 10,000 cells/well and
C33A 40,000 cells/well). The cells were allowed to attach and spread on the sensors until the
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cell index reaches ~1.0 before adding Fe@CNPs. Fe@CNPs were suspended in cell culture
medium as stock solutions (800 μg/mL). They were added into cells with the final concentration
of 25 and 50 μg/mL. The data points were collected automatically every 20 min. Each
concentration was triplicated.
2.5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation of cell uptake
The method was adapted from previously described [10,11,19]. C33A cells were treated with
400 μg/mL CNPP or CNPA for 24 hours. Then cells were washed three times with PBS and
fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for 1 hour at room
temperature, then rinsed in three changes of same buffer. Cells were then post fixed one hour
in 2% osmium tetraoxide with 3% potassium ferricyanide, rinsed in three changes of same
buffer, next enbloc staining with a 2% aqueous uranyl acetate solution and dehydration through
a graded series of alcohol (50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, 100%). They were then put into two changes
of propylene oxide, a series of propylene/epon dilutions and embedded. The thin (70 nm)
sections were cut on a Leica UC6 ultramicrotome and images were taken on a JEOL 1200 EX
(JEOL, Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) using an AMT 2k digital Camera.
2.6. Flow cytometry analyses
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Flow cytometry analyses were performed on a Guava® EasyCyte™ Mini flow cytometry
system (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
2.6.1. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation—HEK293 and C33A cells were
seeded into 12-well plates with the density of 200,000 cells per well. Twenty four hours later,
Fe@CNPs stock solutions were added into cells with the final concentration of 50 and 400
μg/mL, respectively. Cells were incubated with nanoparticles for 24 hours. Cell culture medium
was then replaced with Dihydroethidium (DHE) solution (5 μM in cell culture medium) and
incubated with cells for 30 min at 37 °C. Cells were then trypsinized and aspirated, followed
by flow cytometry analysis. Red fluorescence was monitored.
2.6.2 Annexin-V apoptosis assay—HEK293 and C33A cells were seeded into 12-well
plates with the density of 200,000 cells per well. Twenty four hours later, Fe@CNPs stock
solutions were added into cells with the final concentration of 50 and 400 μg/mL, respectively.
Cells were incubated with nanoparticles for 24 hours. Cells were then trypsinized, aspirated
and suspended in 2 mL PBS. Cells were further incubated with Guava Nexin-V reagent for 20
min at room temperature in darkness (100 μL cell suspension was mixed with 100 μL reagent),
followed by flow cytometry analysis.
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2.6.3 Cell cycle analysis—HEK293 and C33A cells were seeded into 6-well plates with
the density of 500,000 cells per well. Twenty four hours later, Fe@CNPs stock solutions were
added into cells with the final concentration of 50 and 400 μg/mL, respectively. Cells were
incubated with nanoparticles for 24 hours. Cells were then trypsinized, aspirated and counted,
followed by being fixed in 5 mL ethanol for 4 hours at 4 °C. Cells were centrifuged and washed
once with PBS; and equal numbers of cells were then re-suspended in 200 μL Guava cell cycle
reagent. Cells were incubated with reagent for 30 min at room temperature in darkness prior
to flow cytometry analysis.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of Fe@CNPs
The pristine Fe@CNPs was modified with different surface functionalities in this work (Figure
1A). These hydrophilic functionalities were chosen to make Fe@CNPs possess negative (acid),
positive (amine), zwitterionic (vinyl pyrolidone) (Huang wrote this), and neutral (alcohol)
Biomaterials. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 July 1.
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charges at the physiological pH, which was used in cellular experiments. The TEM images in
Figure 1B show that the pristine Fe@CNPs have well-graphitized graphene shells with an iron
nanoparticle core in the center. The graphene shells can protect the iron nanoparticles from air
oxidation in diverse biomedical applications and from acid etching in surface modification
processes. After surface functionalization, Fe@CNPs was separated from free polymers in the
solution by centrifugation and several wash-centrifuge cycles. After surface modification,
Fe@CNPs became soluble in water. The surface functional groups were characterized by FTIR (see Figure 1D). For CNPA, the characteristic bands of the acrylic acid moieties appear at
3300~3600 cm−1 (strong and broad band for the acid -OH stretching), and 1730 cm−1 (strong,
for the acid >C=O stretching). For CNPB, the characteristic bands of the pyrolidone moieties
appear at 3427 cm−1 (for broad hydroxyl O-H stretching), 2927 cm−1 (weak band for alkyl CH stretching), and 1644 cm−1 (strong band for the lactam >C=O stretching). The presence of
the hydroxyl signal is due to the ketone-enol form tautomerization of the pyrolidone moiety.
For CNPC, the characteristic bands of the primary amine moieties appear at 2960~3200
cm−1 (for symmetric and asymmetric N-H stretching), and 1748 cm−1 (for ester >C=O
stretching). For CNPD, the characteristic strong and broad bands for the alkyl alcohol moiety
appears at 3200~3600 cm−1, in accompany with strong stretching signal at 1740 cm−1 for the
ester >C=O. To characterize the structure of the encapsulated iron nanoparticle, powder x-ray
diffraction measurements were also performed and results shown in Figure 1E. All five samples
(CNPP, CNPA, CNPB, CNPC, and CNPD) show similar diffraction patterns. By comparison
with the data in JCPDS, the diffraction peaks at 25.7, 43.5, 44.4, 50.6 and 64.8 were assigned
to diffraction signals from the graphene (002), γ-Fe(111), α-Fe(110), γ-Fe(200), and α-Fe(200)
crystalline facets, respectively (see also the assignments in the Figure 1E). The XRD
measurements showed that the encapsulated iron nanoparticles could exist in either alpha- (with
body-centered cubic crystalline structure) or gamma- (with face-centered cubic crystalline
structure) form, or both. Surface functionalization occurs on the outmost graphene layer, and
does change or affect the crystalline structures of the inner graphene layers and of the
encapsulated iron nanoparticle. The surface charges of Fe@CNPs in aqueous solution were
reflected in their ζ potentials (Figure 1C). Depending on their surface modifications, they
exhibit various surface charges ranging from positive (CNPC) through neutral (CNPP) to
negative (CNPA, CNPB and CNPD).
3.2. Dynamic cellular responses of Fe@CNPs
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The interactions of nanoparticles with human cells are dynamic processes. However, traditional
cytotoxicity assays are limited to end point assays. Important intermediate processes may be
missed in these assays. Furthermore, most cytotoxicity assays are based on measuring optical
signals and strong UV-Vis absorbing nanoparticles exhibit strong interference in these assays
[20–22]. To avoid these problems, we applied a real-time cell electronic sensing assay (RTCES) [19,23,24] to monitor the dynamic cellular responses to Fe@CNPs. In this work, we
evaluated Fe@CNP's cellular effects on two human cell lines, human embryonic kidney cells
(HEK293) and human cervical carcinoma cells (C33A). Figure 2 shows the time-dependent
cell responses to different nanoparticles (Figure 2). The normalized cell index reflects the gross
cell growth status [24]. For HEK293 cells, the growth at early stage of nanoparticles exposure
was affected more than later phase. Except for CNPA, cells had a moderate recovery and
adaptation even under the stress of all other Fe@CNPs. In contrast, all Fe@CNPs more or less
suppressed the growth of C33A at the later stage. Only CNPA displayed strongest cell growth
perturbation to both cell lines. The results show that despite some cell type-specific responses
the surface chemistry plays a major role in perturbing cell proliferation. In previous reports
and our own studies, carboxylated nanoparticles often showed stronger biological activities.
Carboxylated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-COOH) have the strongest binding
affinity to proteins over other types of surface chemistry [16]; SWCNT-COOH inhibits cell
growth through a BMP signaling suppression mechanism [10]; magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
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with carboxyl modification can inhibit cell growth [19]. Further chemistry modifications on
carboxyl group reduced toxicity of nanoparticles [16].
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3.3. Cell uptake
To account for Fe@CNPs' effects on cell proliferation, it is desirable to examine whether
nanoparticles can be taken up by human cell. The cell uptake was monitored by TEM after
cells were incubated with Fe@CNPs for 1 h at 37°C. Results show that both pristine and
modified nanoparticles can enter cells. Both nanoparticles were found in cytoplasmic vesicles
(Fig. 3). Figure 3B shows that a cluster of CNPA was attacking cytoplasmic membrane (upper
arrow) and was about to enter the cell. TEM results are consistent with the likelihood that
Fe@CNPs entered cells mainly through endocytosis. On the basis of current knowledge, all
types of spherical nanoparticles, no matter carbon nanostructures or magnetic nanoparticles
enter cells through endocytosis [10,11,19,25]. Nanoparticles are then recruited into lysosome
and exocytosed. It is clearly seen from TEM that Fe@CNP can enter cells freely indicating
that they can be used for future drug delivery or cell labeling.
3.4. ROS generation
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Exposure to nanoparticles may cause generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cells.
The oxidative stress is a widely accepted mechanism for nanoparticle toxicity [9,13]. To
examine the induction of oxidative stress by Fe@CNPs with diverse surface chemistry, we
examined cellular ROS generation by flow cytometry using a reductive reagent,
dihydroethidium. This reagent reacts with ROS in cells and is subsequently oxidized to
fluorescent ethidium. Cells were treated with nanoparticles for 24 h with a low (50 μg/mL) and
a high dose (400 μg/mL), respectively. Results (Figure 4) show that, all Fe@CNPs caused a
certain degree of oxidative stress as compared to control (red filled histograms) at the high
dose in both cell lines. When treated at the low dose, only HEK293 cells generated ROS while
C33A cells were not affected. These results indicate that HEK293 cells are more sensitive to
Fe@CNPs than C33A cells. Interestingly, pristine Fe@CNPs don't generate ROS in HEK293
cells (Figure 4A) at the low dose, however, Fe@CNPs with surface modifications can induce
slight oxidative stress in the same cell line. This is probably because that surface modification
makes Fe@CNPs better dispersed and increases the chance of their interactions with cells.
Similar phenomenon was also observed in surface-modified silver nanoparticles [26].
Furthermore, surface characteristics of particles may modify ROS generation in human cells
such as quartz particles [27]. In contrast, no significant difference in ROS intensity (peak shift
in Fig. 4) generated by surface modified Fe@CNPs (CNPA~D) was observed at various doses.
Therefore, material components eventually play an important role in such effect.
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3.5. Annexin-V apoptosis assay
Cell behavior is controlled by molecular events inside cell and ROS has been identified as an
inducer of cell apoptosis [9,28,29]. Therefore, we determined Fe@CNP-induced cell apoptosis
using Annexin-V by flow cytometry. Cells were treated with nanoparticles under the same
conditions as oxidative stress experiments. Results show that only high dose CNPA generated
11.3% of apoptotic HEK293 cells. This result confirms that only CNPA shows cytotoxicity.
Results indicate that most functionalized Fe@CNPs do not induce cell apoptosis although they
induced ROS to the similar degree. Therefore, oxidative stress is not the inducer factor for cell
apoptosis induced by Fe@CNPs. Furthermore, various perturbations of Fe@CNPs on cell
proliferation (Figure 2) seem not correlated with cell apoptosis induced by nanoparticles with
the exception of CNPA. Considering RT-CES measures a gross cell status including cell
number, shape and spreading [24], other Fe@CNPs may only induce morphological changes
or perturb cell growth without killing cells.
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3.6. Cell cycle analysis
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Nanoparticle may perturb celluar signaling events and may affect cell cycle and eventually the
cell proliferation [30,31]. To comprehensively evaluate the biological activities of Fe@CNPs,
we examined their effects Fe@CNPs on cell cycle in both HEK293 and C33A cells. Cell cycle
was analyzed under the same condition as oxidative stress and Annexin-V assays. Results show
that, at low dose, Fe@CNPs had no effect on cell cycle distribution in both cell lines. At the
high dose, all Fe@CNPs induced G0/G1 arrest and G2/M decrease in HEK293 cells. Among
them, CNPA showed the most effects on cell cycle. Therefore, effects of Fe@CNPs on
HEK293 proliferation (Figure 2) can be explained by their interference on cell cycle. All
nanoparticles showed much less affect on C33A cells at both low and high doses. This indicates
that the effect of Fe@CNPs on cell cycle is cell-type specific. In the same cell line, surface
chemistry plays the major role in determining such effect.

4. Conclusions
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To apply Fe@CNP materials in a wide range of biomedical practices, we investigated their
biocompatibility by designing and synthesizing Fe@CNPs with diverse surface chemistry and
comprehensively examining their cellular perturbation including dynamic cellular responses,
cell uptake, oxidative stress, induction of cell apoptosis and influence on cell cycle. All data
support that the cellular responses of Fe@CNPs are both surface-chemistry dependent and cell
type specific. Only the carboxlyated Fe@CNPs exhibited consistent toxicity at a high dose.
Other Fe@CNPs examined here are non-cytotoxic. Fe@CNPs have advantages over plain
carbon or metal nanoparticles. Surface chemistry modifications on these nanoparticles make
them more soluble in aqueous solution and suitable candidates for nanomedicine applications.
On the basis of our examinations, the selected functional nanomaterials from this work can be
further utilized in various biomedical fields.
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Figure 1.
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Surface chemical structure and characterizations of various Fe@CNPs. A. Monomer structures
of polymers coated on Fe@CNPs' surface; B. TEM micrographs of CNPC (left) and CNPD
(right), respectively; C. ζ-potential measurement of five Fe@CNPs; D. FT-IR adsorption
spectra of modified Fe@CNPs; E. XRD spectra of five Fe@CNPs.
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Figure 2.

Dynamic cellular responses of five Fe@CNPs. A–E, HEK293 cells; F–J, C33A cells. Cells
were treated with Fe@CNPs for 25 (blue lines) and 50 (brown lines) μg/mL, respectively. Cell
indices of the last time point before Fe@CNPs added were set to 1.0 and that time was set to
zero. Cell growth curves were averaged from three individual measurements. Red lines indicate
growth patterns of normal cells.
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Figure 3.

TEM characterization of Fe@CNPs' uptake into C33A cells. A, CNPP; B, CNPA. Cells were
treated with 400 μg/mL CNPP or CNPA at 37°C for 1 h, respectively. The cells were then
fixed, embedded and sectioned followed by imaging. Arrows indicate Fe@CNPs and scale
bars represent 100 nm.
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Figure 4.

ROS generation monitored by flow cytometry. HEK293 cells (A–J) and C33A cells (K–T)
were treated with 50 and 400 μg/mL Fe@CNPs for 24 h, respectively. In these histogram plots,
red filled regions indicate normal cell controls, unfilled regions indicate five Fe@CNPs treated
cells, of which blue indicates CNPP, green indicates CNPA, pink indicates CNPB, brown
indicates CNPC and black indicates CNPD.
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Figure 5.
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Apoptosis detection by Annexin-V assay. HEK293 cells (A–L) and C33A cells (M–X) were
treated with 50 and 400 μg/mL for 24 h, respectively. In four windows of each plot, the lower
left indicates normal cells, the lower right indicates early apoptotic cells, the upper right
indicates middle phase apoptotic cells and the upper left indicates late phase apoptotic cells or
necrotic cells. Blue arrow indicates the apoptotic cells induced by CNPA at the concentration
of 400 μg/mL.
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Figure 6.
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Cell cycle analysis of HEK293 and C33A cells treated with 50 and 400 μg/mL Fe@CNPs for
24 h, respectively. Red arrow indicates the mostly affected cell sample as shown in Figure 5I.
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